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Dentist. Dental 
 

Web-site: https://smilebydesigndental.com 

Email: info@smilebydesigndental.com 

Address: 1603 McDonald Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11230, USA 

Phone: (718) 265-6699 

Description: Living in Brooklyn and looking for a dentist near you? Let Dr. Lionel Abitbol and the staff at 

Smile By Design cover your every oral health need. Serving patients in Midwood, Borough Park, East 

Midwood, New Utrecht and Bensonhurst with friendly and gentle dentistry, we provide everything from 

dental cleanings and wisdom teeth removal to affordable dentures, dental implants, All-on-4 treatments 

and lumineers. We understand the frustrations of tooth pain, and work to accept same-day emergency 

appointments to help treat everything from toothaches, cracked crowns and other dental emergencies. As 

a general dental practice serving Brooklyn and surrounding areas such as Flatbush, Bushwick, New 

Utrecht and Bensonhurst, Smile By Design provides personalized dental care for each patient we see. 

Given our unique bond of being both a dental practice and dental lab, we offer many products and 

services that aren’t available in traditional dental offices. Many dental practices advertise same-day 

dentistry services, at Smile By Design, we live it. While certain dental offices may be equipped with in-

office milling equipment capable of milling basic inlays and onlays, they don’t provide the superior quality 

offered by 5-axis milling seen in dental labs. Our unique partnership blending both dentist and lab 

capabilities allows Smile By Design to truly produce the most superior restorative products available. 

When taking a traditional impression, patients often complain about the messy cleanup, discomfort to 

their gums, and an unsettling gag reflex while their impression sets up. We’ve eliminated all the problems 

that come with using traditional impressions by taking completely digital impressions using our 3Shape 

TRIOS intraoral digital scanner. We can quickly map an exact impression of your dentition without 

causing you any pain or discomfort, significantly reducing your chair-time. We provide various cosmetic 

restorative solutions, so that our patients can leave Smile By Design looking their best. From teeth 

whitening and makeover services to veneers and full mouth reconstructions, we offer multiple cosmetic 

services to meet individualized, patient-specific needs. We strive to provide patients with personalized, 

affordable dental care, and that starts by offering special promotions to our valued patients. Get the most 

for your money by visiting our special offers page to learn more. Dental implants are made to offer a base 

for replacement teeth that appear, feel and function like natural teeth. Patient’s that receive dental 

implants regain their ability to eat without discomfort, smile confidently and speak clearly. Although 

cutting-edge in nature, dental implants preserve more natural dentition than traditional bridgework, since 

implants do not utilize neighboring teeth for support. The decision to straighten your teeth affects not only 

your smile, but your daily life as well. As an adult seeking orthodontic treatment, you may be hoping to 

enhance your smile for social or business reasons. Or, maybe you’re a teenager or the parent of a 

teenager searching for an effective, yet state-of-the-art solution. Whatever situation you may be in, 

Invisalign and Invisalign Teen can provide a simple solution to improve your smile without having to use 

traditional, metal braces. Learn more about the entire Invisalign treatment process by viewing our 

Invisalign product page. 



Hours Open: Monday : 10 am - 6 pm Tuesday : 10 am - 8 pm Wednesday : 10 am - 6 pm Thursday : 9 

am - 6 pm Friday : 9 am - 6 pm Saturday : Closed Sunday : 9 am - 3 pm 

Year Established: 2008 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SmileByDesignDental 

Yelp: https://www.yelp.com/biz/smile-by-design-brooklyn 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/SmileByDesignD1 

Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/smileby/smile-by-design-dental 
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